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ÍÈÄÇ¹¼�¿ÍÁ¼½
Simply fast. Simply e cient. Simply amazing.
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Uploading shipments into MyDHL+ is quick and easy once you have imported and mapped a le
for the rst time.

This guide will show you how to map your shipment data to the appropriate MyDHL+ elds and
save the mapping for future use. You will then see how easy subsequent uploads can be.

¿½ÌÌÁÆ¿�ËÌ¹ÊÌ½¼
The easiest way to mass upload shipments into MyDHL+ is to use the MyDHL+ Upload option.
For this, you will need to download the template below. There is also additional information that
will help you choose a DHL product code and country codes.

n This template contains the most commonly uploaded elds and indicates in the column
headers which elds are required. You can leave the other elds empty if you don’t have the
relevant information or they don’t apply.

n Columns must not be deleted and the elds must be kept in exactly the same order to avoid

upload errors.

n The template contains sample data and we recommend that you upload the sample le
before replacing it with your own data. This will allow you to check how the data appears in
MyDHL+ and familiarise yourself with the available elds.

n When you save the template, keep it in .csv format. If you change the format, the upload �
will fail.

Download MyDHL+ Shipment Upload Template

Download MyDHL+ Reference Data Products Codes and Country Codes
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ÍÈÄÇ¹¼�¹Æ¼�Å¹È�¹�ËÀÁÈÅ½ÆÌ�¾ÁÄ½�
1) To use the template provided, log into MyDHL+, go to and select

2) On the Upload a Shipment File page, select
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3) Now set the parameters for uploading your shipment le.

ËÀÁÈÈ½Ê�¹¼¼Ê½ËË�¹Æ¼�¹»»ÇÍÆÌ�ÆÍÅº½Ê

n If you wish to replace the shipper address in the le, you can select a di�erent �

one from your MyDHL+ Address Book. This will apply to all shipments.

n You can also choose a di�erent account number from your accounts stored in MyDHL+. Again
this will apply to all shipments.

n If you don’t wish to change the shipper address or account number, leave the �

boxes ticked.

¾ÁÄ½�¾ÇÊÅ¹Ì

n Specify the and used in your le, using the �
Help <insert info icon> provided if necessary.

n As the sample le contains headers, tick

n Leave the character set as UTF-8.

In this template the eld delimiter is a comma and there are no text delimiters in the sample data.
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4) Click and locate the le. Select the le and click �

5) You will now see the uploaded le. Click �

6) To ensure that your le uploads are always successful, select �

The template you are using is a universal template that can be used for both Document and
Package shipments.

7) The column headers from the CSV le are displayed on the left hand side below.

8) You now need to map your elds on the left to the MyDHL+ elds on the right. �
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All elds in the le must be mapped.

You can quickly search the list of available elds by starting to type the rst word:

Providing you save the mapping (or ‘scheme’) before you process the shipments,
this exercise will only be required the rst time you upload a shipment le. See next step.
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9) Give your scheme a name to save it for future use. Then select �

10) An error report will be provided for any unsuccessful uploads, enabling you to correct those

shipments and upload them again.

11) Your shipments can be accessed in where you can edit them if

needed. Otherwise, select all the shipments to be printed and then select from the
option.
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ÍÈÄÇ¹¼�¹�ËÀÁÈÅ½ÆÌ�¾ÁÄ½
ÏÁÌÀ�½ÐÁËÌÁÆ¿�Å¹ÈÈÁÆ¿�
Once you have followed the steps above and saved the scheme, you can quickly and easily upload
future les.

1) On the File page, click

2) Select your scheme name from and set the parameters for your upload le.
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3) Select your le, it and then

½Ä½»ÌÊÇÆÁ»�ËÀÁÈÈÁÆ¿�ËÇÄÍÌÁÇÆË�
À½ÄÈ¼½ËÃ
For assistance with shipment le uploads, call our technical support team on �

gcc acg da or email
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